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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

High voter turnout
expected in Student
Government election
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor

Members of the elections
commission said they are
expecting at least 1,300 students
to vote in Wednesday's Student
Government elections.
"I think a lot of students will
go out and vote for this election,"
said John Petrenko, director of
planning for the elections
commission. "There are a variety
of different candidates running
for Student Senate executive
positions and senate seats which
will
make
the
election
interesting.
"I think the election will be
very interesting because of the
three different candidates for the
Student Body President,"
Petrenko said. "Each candidate is
very different, and I think a lot of
students will come out to vote
because of it."

Rick Plociniski, who is in
charge of poll operations for the
elections commission, said the
voter turnout should be higher
than the November election.
"I think the voter turnout for
this election should be larger than
last semester," said Plocinski.
"We are hoping for at least 1,300
students to vote on Wednesday."
Plocinski said he hopes
students who have not voted in
the past realize that by voting
they can make a difference.
"I think the lookout for this
election is a good one," Petrenko
said. "I just hope students go out
and vote."
Eight on-campus seats, six offcampus seats and five at-large
seats are being voted on during
this election. Two of the oncampus seats are for half terms
and one of the seats for offcampus is also for a half term.
see ELECTION page 2

Senate gets opportunity
to discuss fee proposal
11 percent
textbook rental
increase to be
examined
By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor

The Student Senate will soon
have the opportunity to discuss
the proposed 11 percent increase
in the textbook rental fee that
would be effective Fall 1997.
The proposed 11 percent fee
increase, which was recommended by Textbook Services
and approved by Council on
Academic Affairs, will be
introduced to the senate later
this month because of Student
Government elections, said Lou
Hencken, vice president for
student affairs.
"It has to go to the Student
Senate before we take it to the
(President's Council)," Hencken
said. "It's just a recommendation."
The textbook
increase
proposal would raise textbook
fees from the current $65 to
$72.15 a semester.
"It is 60 cents per credit
hour," Director of Textbook
Services Dan Klingenburg said.
"It ' s not a big amount. It is $7
per semester."

Klingenberg said the increase
is necessary for a number of
reasons.
"It's not any one factor," he
said. "The biggest one is the
cost."
He said the cost of textbooks
is on the rise due to a number of
book company mergers.
"There have been a number of
takeovers. Some of those books
have gone up as much as 25
percent," Klingenberg said.
Klingenberg said Textbook
Services has already spent its
allotted money amount for this
year and still needs to purchase
books for summer and next fall.
"We're looking at spending
between now and June about
$200,000," he said. "We're
either at the point where we
have to raise the rate or decide
how to look at department
requests. Hopefully, we'll be
able to continue buying books
instead of trying to find other
means."
Klingenberg said that with
new technology, such as
computers, new texts are needed
to instruct these areas. Also,
faculty now have more freedom
to choose different books in
different sections.
If passed, the proposed
increase would go into effect
Fall 1997, which is on fiscal
year 1998's budget.
"The fees are already set for
next year," Hencken said.
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Simon: Children imitate TV
By BRITT CARSON
City editor

U.S. Sen. Paul Simon spoke to a
group of more than 200 people
about the importance of reducing
the amount of violence on
television.
Simon's speech, "Violence on
Television and on the Internet,"
emphasized that "television is just
one piece of a mosaic."
"The biggest problem is that we
imitate what we see on TV," Simon
said.
Simon began his political career
in 1954 and served as lieutenant
governor from 1968 to 1972. He
served 10 years in the U.S. House
of Representatives and 12 years in
the U.S. Senate. Simon plans to
retire when his term expires in
January 1997.
Simon said he first thought about
what a problem television violence
could be when he turned on the TV
and saw a horror movie scene that a
women was being cut in half with a
chainsaw. That is when he began
trying to impose guidelines for the
television industry.
"I was old enough to know that it
wasn't real, but what if a 10-yearold kid saw that?" Simon said. "It
really bothered me."
Simon said he set up a meeting
with representatives from the
television industry to show them
several studies on the negative
impact of television violence on
children.
"They told me they had research
that said television violence doesn't
have an impact on children," Simon
said. "It reminded me of when the
tobacco industry tried to say they
had research that said smoking
didn't cause any harm to people.
There is no question of the harm."
He said he wanted to establish
voluntary standards for the
television industry to follow to try
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
to reduce the violence, but came up
U.S Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., speaks about violence on television
against great resistance to change.
to a group of more than 200 students, faculty and staff Monday
see SIMON page 2
morning in the Lumpkin Roberson Auditorium.

President guidelines to be set by BOT
By DENISE RENFRO
Staff writer

Eastern Board of Trustees members are currently
examining possible guidelines for the university
president in order to better evaluate performance and
help set goals for the position.
Due to the elimination of the Board of Governors
Jan. 1, Eastern must establish its own guidelines so the
president position can be clearly defmed and evaluated.
"The guides help the university be more productive
and efficient - it is routine," said Mack Hollowell,
chairman of the board. "It gives the president an idea of
what the board expects so we can measure and evaluate
his performance."
Hollowell said Eastern's guidelines have not yet
been established, but board members are now
reviewing old BOG and other university guidelines to
mold Eastern's future policy.
"(The guidelines) are things that will be worked out

with the president and the board," he said.
Board of Trustee members will discuss Eastern's
presidential performance guidelines at the May 10
meeting.
Hollowell said the board will probably adopt most of
the old BOG guidelines with a few additions and
revisions, which will be presented at the next meeting,
Board member Susan Gilpin said there is not any
explicit need for the guidelines right now but the job
guidelines are important.
"In industry, everyone has a specific job description
as to what their job is," she said.
Other former BOG and Board of Regents
universities are also dealing with the formation of
guideline policies for their presidents.
Myron Siegel, chairman of Northern Illinois
University's Board of Trustees, said NIU board
evaluates the president according to goals the school
recently set.
see GUIDELINES page 2
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Hundreds come to mourn ELECTION
7-year-old pilot's death

Petrenko said the voting polls
will be open from 7:50 a.m. to
6:30 p .m . in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union walkway, Carman, Thomas, Taylor,
and Stevenson Halls.
PESCADERO, Calif. (AP) become the youngest pilot to Cheyenne shortly after she took
"There will be another voting
Strangers gathered with family cros s the continent when her off from that stopovaer in an icy
poll
in either Coleman Hall or
and friends under gloomy skies small plane crashed in rainstorm. Investigators have
Lumpkin Hall," he said. " If we
Monday to remember Jessica Wyoming on Thursday. Her said the plane was overloaded.
can ' t find a place in Coleman
Dubroff, the 7-year-old girl father and flight instructor also
The attempt at the record
Hall to put one of the polls in
whose pursuit of a flying record were killed.
apparently had already failed on
there, then we will have to put it
brought tragedy and misgivings.
Criticism of the flight ha s the first leg, when Reid took the
in Lumpkin Hall."
Jessica's funeral was expect- been mounting since the crash, controls several times, accordPetrenko said students must
ed to draw hundreds of people with many people saying chil- ing to Jessica's mother.
bring a valid student ID to be
and possibly include a flyover dren shouldn't be allowed to fly.
She said on Sunday that Reid
able to vote.
by her 9-year-old brother, Others have wondered whether had flown the plane once while
"A student can come into any
Joshua.
the dream of flying across the Jessica took a nap. He also landpolling place and show hi s or her
Joshua takes flying lessons, country was Jessica's or her par- ed the plane in Cheyenne, and
ID to a person running the poll.
and it was not clear whether he ents'.
government investigators said
He or she will cross the student's
or his flight instructor would be
A fun e ral Mass was said his injuries suggest he was flyname off of a sheet, and the stupiloting the plane that his moth- Monday morning for the flight ing when the plane crashed.
dent will be given a ballot and a
er, Lisa Hathaway, indicated instructor, Joe Reid, and more "Jessica would have done the
scantron sheet to fill out," he
would make the flyover.
than 500 people attended a vigil entire 7,000 miles even if she
said.
The service was to be held in for him Sunday evening. Lloyd knew she wouldn't break the
The elections commission will
the child's home town on the Dubroff' s funeral was planned world record," Hathaway said.
count
the votes and the winners
California coast nearly 40 miles for Tuesday.
"She thoroughly enjoyed flywill
be
announced at the senate
ing."
In
Cheyenne,
hundreds
of
south of San Francisco. Burial
Jessica
took
off on
meeting Wednesday night.
was planned in a nearby ceme- Wednesday from Half Moon people carrying teddy bears,
The candidates running for
tery where she used to ride her Bay, Calif., and was headed to balloons and flowers rememStudent
Body President are
Falmouth , Mass. Her single- bered Jessica at a memorial serbike.
Bryan
Gutraj,
a junior accounting
Je s sica was attempting to engine plane went down in vice on Sunday.
major; Jason Anselment, a junior
business management and social
science major; and Curt Knox, a
senior elementary education
frompageone- - - - major.
The candidate for the student
He said the actual guidelines for Northern's presi- the same BOG guidelines."
dent are not public information but limited to the
Maguire said no changes were made or will be vice president for academic
executive board.
made in the near future for Western's president posi- affairs is Kim Harris, a sophomore speech communications
Siegel said the board " sat down and developed tion.
with the president and decided some short term,
Linda Heiser, budget director for Governor's State major. The write-in candidate is
intermediate and long-term goals."
University, is in charge of GSU ' s new board. She Lauren Borck, a sophomore
"Basically we did the same thing that Hollowell is said that GSU has not changed the guidelines for its English major.
The candidates for the student
doing now, we just did it sooner because the presi- president either.
vice
president for financial
dent had not been reviewed in over 18 months," he
"The university inherited the old BOG guidelines
and new ones have not become an issue yet," she affairs are Dan J ecks, a freshman
said.
music education major; Lance
Jill Nilsen, Eastern's special assistant to the presi- said.
dent, said President David Jorns has not been evaluJay Groves, director of media relations at Illinois Phillips , a senior sociology
ated since December 1994.
State University in Normal, said ISU uses the exact major; and John Treadway, a
senior finance major.
John Maguire, assistant vice president for univer- guidelines set by the former Board of Regents.
The candidates for student vice
"We haven't made any changes in our constitusity relations at Western Illinois University, said
president for public affairs are
"when (WID's) new board took office they adopted tion," Groves said.
Brian Anderson , a senior
accounting major; Brent Babbs, a
frompage one - - - - - - senior business education major;
and Kevin Piket, a junior speech
"They (the TV industry) tried to One version that contains violence movies when many actors used to communications major.
tell everyone that 25 minutes of is made for the children in the smoke and drink, and now movies
The candidates for student vice
entertainment doesn't make a dif- United States, and the other ver- have gradually gotten away from president for student affairs are
ference, but when you buy a 30 sion is without violence for that.
Lucas Bittick, a senior German
second commercial advertisement, European children.
According to Simon, the cable major; Brittany Bluhm, sophoyou can buy and sell anything,"
"They told me other networks industry has not been as willing to more accounting major; and Nora
won ' t show it with all the vio- change as the broadcast industry.
Simon said.
Strong, junior English major.
Simon said there are also differ- lence, but we can't market it in the
He said the cable industry did
The candidates running for the
ences between television in the United States without it," Simon eventually agree to have UCLA on-campus senate seats are Josh
United States and Europe.
said. "The United States demands do a report on the programming.
Grimes, a sophomore political
"In Britain there are no deaths the violence."
"The report was hard-hitting - science major ; Liz Dozier, a
allowed on screen unless it is
Simon said the broadcast indus- we have a problem," Simon said. freshman undecided major; Leigh
absolutely essential," Simon said. try has adapted their programming "The report stated that 73 percent Ann Wiegel, a sophomore speech
"The European outlook is differ- more than the television industry.
of violence on entertainment tele- communications major; Calvin
"The broadcast industry has vision had no adverse effects for Jones, a sophomore music educaent. They do not tolerate violence
gradually changed their product," the person. So we are basically tion major; Rebecca Fragassi, a
on TV, but do permit nudity."
One children's show is pro- Simon said.
telling everyone that violence freshman speech communications
He gave the example of in older pays."
duced in two versions, he said.
major; Courtney Martin, a fresh-

GUIDELINES

SIMON
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The Residence Hall Association proudly endorses and urges
you to vote for the following:

®

NEWS STAFF
Assoc. Verge editor .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .Paul Budzynski
Grahic design editor ...................................... Lowell Munz
Art director ......................................................... Mike Rice
Advertising mgr. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... Chris Tingley
Co-design & graphics mgr ........................... Ted Thilmony
Co-design & graphics mgr ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .Jenn Groeneveld
Sales mgr ...................................................... Karen Quinn
Promotions mgr .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. Danielle Lutz
Student bus. mgr ........................................... Betsy Jewell
Assistant bus. mgr ................................. DeReese Parram
General mgr. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Glenn Robinson
Editorial adviser ...............................................John Ryan
Publications adviser .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. David Reed
Press supervisor ........................................ Johnny Bough
*Denotes editorial board

NIGHT STAFF
Night chief .. .... ...... .... .... .... ............ .... .... .... Travis Specer
Night editor .... .... ...... .... .... ............ .... .. Reagan Branham
Night editor..... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... .. ..... .......Josh Harbeck
Photo editor. .... .... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .Sarah Wong

man French major; Benjamin
Valadez, a freshman pre-business
major; Tim Burns a freshman
political science major; Colette
Guerdet, a sophomore History
major; Kevin Markey, a junior
political science major; Crystal
Jones, a freshman pre-business
major; Jackie McGrath, a freshman English major; Katie Himes,
a sophomore speech communication major; Keith Cosentino, a
freshman accounting major;
Steve Zielinski, a freshman business management major; Jason
Amato, a junior finance major;
Jamie Wester, a sophomore zoology/pre-veterinary major; and
Heather Christ, a sophomore
accounting major.
The students running for the
off-campus senate seats are
Nicole Couri, a sophomore elementary education and early
childhood major; Shelby Havlat,
a sophomore English major;
Mirjam Schuchmann, a sophomore environmental biology
major; Janice Nason, a junior
speech communications major;
Christopher Jahnke, a junior economics major; Bob Reilly, a
junior speech communications
major; Jamie Venatta, a freshman
elementary education major ;
Heather Myers , a sophomore
psychology major; Patrick
Farrell, a junior marketing major;
James Donahue, a sophomore
business finance major; Dayna
Church, a junior sociology major;
Ryan Coffey, a sophomore political science/international studies
major; and Jam Bagwanedee, a
junior journalism major.
The candidates running for the
at-large senate seats are Erin
Foyle, a sophomore sociology
major; Craig Parmele, a junior
accounting
major;
Jill
Bruggeman, a sophomore elementary education major;
Michael Marusin , a senior
finance major; Josh Renken, a
sophomore zoology major;
Matthew Thrun, a junior history
major; Patty Rodriguez, a sophomore English major; Keith
Gri ffin, a sophomore elementary
education major; Ryan Anderson,
a sophomore elementary education major; Todd Fisk, a sophomore graphic art design major;
Carlo Ragusa, a senior speech
communications major; Arnie
Torbert, a sophomore marketing
major; Miki Taylor, a sophomore
physical education major; Amy
Levine, a senior speech communications/political science major;
Tiffany Abbott, a junior psychology major; and Jennifer Daulby,
a sophomore political science
major.
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Printed by Eastern Illinois Universfiy, Charleston, IL 61920.
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Managing editor .............................................. Katie Vana•
News editor ............................................. Chad Gallagher•
Assoc. news editor ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Reagan Branham•
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Administration editor .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. Ellen Eardley
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AB to vote

Dining
Service to
•
•
p1cn1c on
the Quad

on $1,200
addition
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board tonight will
reconvene to decide whether to approve the
Student Senate recommendation to add
$1,200 back into their own budget to provide funding for the Graduate Student
Advisory Council.
The AB will meet at 6:45 p.m. tonight in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The proposal to send the budgets back to
AB was brought up last Tuesday at the senate legislative leadership meeting by members of the council.
Most of the $1 ,200 would be used to fund
The Chronicle, their semesterly publication.
"We shouldn't have a problem with finding a way to revise the budget," said John
Treadway, the vice chairman of AB.
John Davenport, the student dean of the
graduate school, said during last week's
senate meeting that if the funds are not
given to the GSAC, it will be a disservice to
the graduate students.
"The Chronicle is important to the graduate program," Davenport said. "It keeps the
graduate students informed with what is
going on in their program. If the senate
didn't give money to the GSAC, then this
would be the first graduate school in Illinois
to not be able to publish The Chronicle
because of lack of money."
Senate members last week voted to send
the senate budget back to AB to add the
$1,200 back in.
If the AB approves of the addition, the
money will come from $2,000 that the AB
did not budget out to any group receiving
student activity fees.

By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor

SARAH WONG/Assistant photo editor

Crown royal
Front row: Tony Yen, a junior speech communication major, who represents Sigma Pi
fraternity, wins the Greek Week King title; Brooke Hood, a junior fashion merchandising major, who represents Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, wins the Greek Week Queen
title. Back row: Kevin Picket, a junior speech communication major, who represents
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, wins the Greek Week King first runner-up; and Jennifer
Canaday, a senior physical education major, who represents Sigma Kappa sorority,
wins the Greek Week Queen first runner-up. The event was held Monday night at the
Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Students wanting an alternative to the
usual decor of food service can enjoy the
fresh air and picnic-style dinner that
Dining Services is offering Wednesday.
The Dining Services picnic will be
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. on the South
Quad for students with a valid Eastern
ID.
Ann Sidwell, the assistant director of
residence hall Dining Services, said the
picnic will be in place of the usual dinner. All residence hall dining services
will be closed except Carman and Taylor
Halls.
The menu will include quarter-pound
hot dogs and bratwurst, potato chips,
pasta salad, baked beans, fresh fruit and
assorted brownies, Sidwell said.
She also said Tim Montgomery, a disc
jockey from WMCI-FM, WHQQ-FM,
will provide music for the picnic.
Students will receive tickets when
they enter the line for food, and drawings
for prizes will be made throughout dinner, Sidwell said.
Prizes will include a denim jacket
from L.A. Gear, T-shirts, hats and
sweatshirts featuring the Olympics logo
and a Huffy bicycle, Sidwell said.
The first 500 students through the line
will receive plastic tumblers featuring
the Captain Crunch logo.
Sidwell said she does not think the
weather will stop the event.

Two local taverns make pleas at liquor ordinance hearing
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Representatives for Ike's at a
liquor hearing Monday denied a
charge of selling alcohol to
minors, while Stu's Surfside Bar
representatives accepted an
identical charge.
A representative of Stu's
Surfside Bar, located at 1405 4th
St., accepted the charge of selling alcohol to a minor and will

be informed of the penalties at a
later date. The owner of Stu's
was unavailable for comment.
A representative of Ike's,
located at 409 Lincoln, denied
the charges and will have a second hearing at a later date to
debate the charges. Ike's management refused to comment on
the charges or the new date.
Stu's and Ike's were found in
violation of selling alcohol to
minors during a compliance

check by Charleston Police on
March 26.
In other police reports:
• Sacha Pellaton, 26, of
Houston, was cited at 1 :39 a.m.
on Friday with driving under the
influence, speeding and exces-

sive noise (having a loud muffler), along the 600 block of W.
Lincoln Avenue.
• Blaihey Butler, of Chicago,
was cited at 1:55 a.m. on
Saturday with driving under the
influence and speeding along the
1500 block of Division Street.
• Matt Lane, 20, of 2219 9th
St. #130, was cited at 4:13 p.m.
on Wednesday with disorderly
conduct along the 1600 block of
Jackson Avenue.

• Mark Rossi, of Hinsdale,
was cited at 1:44 a.m. on
Sunday with driving under the
influence, operating an uninsured vehicle and failure to signal along the 1500 block of 11th
Street.
• Holly Redfern, 20, of
Oakland, was cited at 12:10 a.m.
on Friday with improper lighting
(no headlights) and consumption
of alcohol by a minor along the
500 block of 4th Street.

Book sale held at Booth as part of National Library Week
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Booth Library will hold its annual book
sale Wednesday in conjunction with
National Library Week.
The sale will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday on the west side of Booth
Library.

Most hard cover books will cost 50 cents,
paperbacks will be 25 cents and magazines
will be 10 cents, said Carl Lorber, a reference librarian. Some art books will be
priced higher because of the quality.
Lorber said the book sale has been held
outside the last few years to attract more
students as they walk by.
"We're hoping the weather is good and

we can hold (the book sale) outside,"
Lorber said. "We usually have people waiting for the book sale to start."
The books being sold are ones that have
been donated, but are not being used by the
library.
"These books are items we have chosen
not to add at this time," Lorber said. "It
gives us an opportunity to give them back

to the community, recycle things."
The sale is generally in the middle of
National Library Week.
"Typically, we hold it on the Wednesday
of Library Week," Lorber said. "It tends to
be a good time and works out well.
"I'm pretty hopeful it will go well," he
said. "It's good for the community to get
some old books at a nice low price."

~

MID-AMERICA TEACHER
PLACEMENT DAY

TOMORROW
Wednesday, April 17, 1996
9:00A.M. -3:00P.M.

University Union Ballrooms
Sponsored by the Career Planning
& Placement Center

~ AilED'S
$1 Bottles
(Rolling Rock, Lite, Bud Light)
5

1.25

Corner of 4th and Lincoln

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

•SALAD BAR
•GARLIC BREAD

47::3- ~~Plus Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00

345-2844

Strawberry Daiquiries

Free Pool
Free
OJ - Bill Buckley

I j .tj •tt1 Mtf1 t§; .i~t§k#i
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Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Eastern students
should express their
voices in election
In order for students to help improve the
university, they need to choose their student
leaders by voting in Wednesday's Student
Government election.
For the past year, student apathy has
remained high with only minimal student
involvement with the senate, and many complaints of the job the senate is doing.
Senate members have
made attempts to interact with students, but
are usually met with little response.
Candidates are promising to listen to the
wants and needs of the students and do the legwork to accurately represent the students, but
without the cooperation of the student body
they can not follow through with their promises.
The Student Government's actions can
affect the entire student body, and the entire
student body should have a say in what the
government does.
The senate votes on resolutions that affect
the entire campus, including the budgets for
the use of the student activity fee.
By voting, students choose their voice within the university and can have a say to where
their money goes.
Polling places will be open from 7: 15 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in Carman, Andrews,
Taylor, Lumpkin, Coleman, Stevenson and
Pemberton Halls and next to the Sugar Shack
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
An Eastern student ID is the only requirement to vote and it only takes a few minutes.
Students will be voting on who will fill the
five executive offices and 19 open senate
seats.
Change can only be accomplished within the
Student Government by the power of the students and their vote. Students need to take a
few minutes out of their day to make decisions
that will effect them for an entire year.
On election day, students need to break the
trend of low voter turnout and apathy by showing their support for the people that will make
the decisions directly involving them.
All studnets should vote in Wednesday's
elections.

Edl.tori·al

' ' today's quote
Your every voter, as surely as the
chief magistrate, exercises a public
trust.
-Grover Cleveland

Peeing in shower a relieving experience
Seeing how this week is
talked with a number of people
"Shower Week" and all - (have
who live a few floors above me
you all been remembering to sing
(the guys on my floor just
"Everybody
in the shower?) - I feel it is approwouldn't understand).
priate to bring up another topical
It seems that the basic act of uriwho would talk
shower-related phenomenon: peenation is relaxing. To Rob L., it
ing in the shower.
•••liiiil~·llrll........_ _j with me seemed was not only the release of built up
I don't exactly know how old I
to believe in the fluids, but pent up feelings and
was when I "learned" how to prop- ANDREW RODGERS
owers oifpee. " emotions as well. To him, it was
P
erly take a shower, but I'm sure Regular columnist
almost a spiritual thing. The crazy
thing is, I think I can see where he
there was a time back when I was
a little whipper snapper, that my
is coming from.
So you're in the shower. You're
mommy or daddy told me not to
pee in the bathtub.
relaxed. The water is beating down over your back and you
I can just hear my dad now ... "That's not what good little suddenly realize that you need to relieve yourself. If you
boys do, Andrew." And because I was such a conservative, were to tum off the shower, dry off and then go to a toilet,
happy-go-lucky, fuddy duddy of a kid, I probably took my you are actually creating more stress for yourself. You are
dad's words to heart and vowed never to empty my bladder operating as a trained rat .. Instead of getting out and preparduring shower time.
ing for urination, just let loose in the shower ... let your mind,
But now that I've grown up and expanded my horizons, body and bladder flow as you stay calm and relaxed in the
I've learned that urinating while you are bathing is not all shower.
Everybody who would talk with me seemed to believe in
that bad of a thing. In fact, I've recently discovered that peethe powers of pee. I knew that somewhere out there, was
ing in the shower is part ofleading a healthy life.
I tried contacting a few experts on what sort of physical someone who was dead-set against the idea. Someone who
would be repulsed by the mere mention of the words "Do
benefits peeing in the shower can have.
Unfortunately, however, the subject of urination seemed to you pee in the shower?" But for some strange reason, no one
be so taboo that no respectable doctor cared to comment. I wanted to speak up.
was left no other alternative ... I called a pre-med friend of
On my way to work, I passed a guy who lived on my floor.
mine at the University of Illinois who is in love with the Since the topic of peeing had totally consumed my week, I
study of viruses and bacteria.
decided to spring the question.
To put it gently, the guy "insisted" that he wouldn't showAs it turns out, according to my "expert" friend, urine has
chemicals in it that kill bacteria. Henceforth, when you pee er when he knew I was in the shower stalls.
So on that note I concluded my research on peeing in the
in your shower ... you are actually helping to prevent the
shower. I had discovered that the only real negative drawspread of athletes foot.
My friend went on to say something else about how urine back to peeing in the shower was the gross-factor. The only
might be able to kill weird funguses that live in your shower advice I could gather from this little ride through taboo land
drain too, but his technical jargon began to wear me down was a phrase I gleamed from John D .... "Just don't splatter
and I started losing interest.
all over the person next door to you."
So urinating in the shower has some definite physical ben-Andrew Rodgers is Verge editor for The Daily Eastern
efits. I decided that there was certainly a number of mental
and spiritual benefits that came with peeing in the shower. I News. His e-mail address is cuawr@ecom.ucn.bgu.edu.
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GOP party members
going to new lows
in battle over budget
Dear editor:
Recently, we have seen just how
mean and extreme the Republicans in
Congress are. Again, the budget is the
issue of debate. All the Republicans
do is complain about President
Clinton's budget. They say Clinton
spends too much money on college
student loans, Medicare for the elderly and protection for the environment.
Also, the GOP is disappointed that he
does not cut taxes for the rich like
they want to do. I, along with a majority of the American people (according
to recent polls), agree with President
Clinton. Clinton's spending priorities
are the nation's priorities: education,
health care for the poor and old, and
the environment. In Clinton's balanced budget, he allows for a $10,000
deduction for the cost of a college
education.
President Clinton opposes the drastic cuts in college financial aid,
Medicare and the environment that

your turn
the GOP wants. The Republican party
has proven that it has been, is now,
and will always be the party of the
rich. They ignore the real concerns of
hard-working, middle class families.
They are only interested in getting
enough money to get re-elected.
In their negotiations, Clinton has
bent over backwards trying to compromise with the more moderate
Republicans in order to get the
nation's business accomplished.
But the GOP does not want to
cooperate. They have to have it their
way, or no way. As a result of the
Republican stubbornness, grid lock is
what the American people see. We see
a Congress in which each member
makes $133,600 per year, but many
members are trying to take more hardearned money away from us by slashing funding for important programs.
This 104th Congress will be known as
the most do nothing Congress in
decades. The only achievement the
GOP gets credit for is shutting down
the government and having unprecedented high disapproval ratings. The

Republicans have not done their job.
It's past time for Congress to cut its
pay. I find it very hypocritical that the
Republicans want to decrease spending on everything except their salary!
While the GOP says they disapprove of increased spending, they
now want a new missile defense system that will cost billions of dollars. It
was the Republican defense spending
in the 1980s that quadrupled the
national debt to $4 trillion. Now they
want to spend more!? Apparently,
they are so out of touch with reality
that they don't know the Cold War is
over!!!

Kevin Franken

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning local,
state, national or international issues.
Letters should be less than 3 50
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author's address,
telephone number, year in school and
current major must be included. If necessary, letters will be edited according to
length and space at the discretion of the
editorial page editor or editor in chief.
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Jason Anselment

Jason Amelmena's experience, dodicatioo 10 students,
and past accomplishmeots m.ake him lhe obvious choice
for student body president .
Anse1ment. a junior business management and social
science major, said the sign of a true leader is how things
are working when someooe leaves the office.
And by him leaving the vice president for public affairs
position with excellent relations with the administration
and new Board of l'rustoes, Anselment can be defined as
a true leader.
His involvement with various boards and student organizations shows his compassion for students and overall
understanding of lhe student body.
His philosophy for the position is not 10 create a platform of campaign ~ but rather is to set an agenda
of students' ideas that need 10 be looked into.
Anselment, a member of the' Unity party; said some of
the ideas brought to bnn include bn.ocampus ·ctmd care.
e'xt~ded l~ !Yotlri~:•24.!1fotJ1!: ctJrnputet·
and
improving married scudent housing.
While he is ~c ~ knOYIS some of the ideas will
be difficult 10 implement. he is wiUing to do his homework and let the students know what can be done.
lllis is a key advantage Anselment has over both his
candidates.
Bryan Gutraj. a junior aceounting major with the
Students' Voice Party, and Curt Knox. a senior elementary education major with the Silly Party. have failed to
do research when proposing changes.
Gutraj wanted to change the financial structure of
Student Publications and revoke a conaact with a photography tnsiness without ~ spealcing with the two sides.
Knox wants 10 bring restaurants to the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union and "kick the mayor out of
ffice" without an
estion ~ ~~
y sugg
T-:>i ...Lift ,:-tU"'; i • '

tabs .

koals.

Even Cbough both candidates would actively propose
new changes to campus. few ideas wooJd ever work.

Anselmeot is tbe best persoo for the positioo. despite
his past support for tuition increases. '1"M News last year
wilt*w ils support Ansclment after be supported an
~. 'Ibis )'ar. be oecds to listen 10 tbe students and

«

keep iDcleuea • . mmimum.
Tlw Da(ly Elulent News endorses Juoo Aoselment
for scudeut·6ody piesideat

Kevin Piket

Kevin Piket's experience with Student Senate and
the lobbying team makes him the best choice for student vice president for publi~ffairs.
Piket believes the public affairs position requires
someone who has worked with the Board of Trustees
and will work to speak for the students.
He has served on the senate for three semesters and
was senate speaker for one year. He has also been the
c hairman of the senate University Relations Commi«ee
and was a member of the stude nt lobbying team.
Along with his experience. he also has good ideas of
how to get students involved with Student Governmenl.
He hopes to find a student not on the senate to serve as
the next C harleston Ciry Council representative. the
liaison between the campus and the city. He also wants
to set up meetings between students and the Board of
Trustees for better communication between the two
groups.
Brian Anderson. the Un ity Party candidate for stu ·
dent vice president for public affairs. has experience
with boards and councils that pertain to the office. but
does not have as much experience as Plket with specific parts o f the position suc h as the student lobbying
team.
Also, Anderso n did not have any specific plans to
improve the position.
Plket said he hopes to have a voter registration drive
on campus. which he said he hopes to succeed with
because presidential elections are this year.
Piket said he sees his role as one to voice students'
concerns and opinions to the Board of Trustees and to
get information o n what they are doing far the students. He hopes through guest columns in Tht! Daily
East!,"!_ ~;wi, ;~ ~ ~.J!j\udc;nts info rmed on what
the board IS~~ , .. ~~ ,
He also ~ to get a student lobbying team tbat is
not afraid to talk to legislators and who know influential people in Springfield to help Eastern possibly get
more funds from lbc state.
,
Piket also said be does not think it is necessary for a
tuition iocreue taraer tban 3 percent because be said
he believes there are altcmative ways 10 get money for
the university.
The Daily Ea.Jtem News endofses Kevin Piket for
student vice president for public affairs.

·V•P for student affairs

VP for financial affairs

Lance Pbillips. realistic long-term goals and knowiedge
of Apportionment Board procedures make him the choice
for student vice president for financial affairs.
Phillips. a senior sociology tnajor and Unity Pany member. said he wooJd keep the reserve account minimum balance at S I00,000 and develop stricter guidelines for n:gulating when money can be extracted from the account.
He said he doesn' t beJjeve the University Board should
be allowed to take funds from the reserve account when
UB wants to host another performance but is out of money.
Phillips also wants to generate funding for recognized
student organizations. but 1101 through raising student fees.
Phillips said he would attempt to move money around
and tighten budgets to raise funds for the scudent organizations. Knowing this can not be implemented until I998
shows Phillips cares about how things operate when he
leaves.
lf e lected Phillips plans to issue mock budget surveys to
students to get advice on where they believe their money
should be spent.
Phillips also has exceUent knowledge of parliamentary
procedures and Robert's Rules of Order. He has been a
staff member at ~odel United Nations where he managed
a meeting of more than 300 participants - valuable experience for chairing AB.
Phillips' past involvement in the Student Government
are other experiences that make him the best candidate.
He spearheaded "What Has the Senate Done for You
Liuely?" in the Library Quad. which gave students a
chance to meet Scudent Government and voice concerns.
He helped coordinate "Free Your Mind" forums to
improve race relations. Phillips also has one year's experience as a senate member.
One of his opponents, John Treadway. a senioc finance
major and memberof· Stodeo~··Vbtee' pl!ty,' bas gOOd·
ideas such as enforcing the policy of banding in-travel
updates to make senate members accountable, but he is
oon-<:ommiaal on key issues like student fee i.ncreases.
Dan Jecks, a freshman music educatioo-major and member of the Primary Pany. said be will remain commiur:d 10
the Student Government his remaining three years at
Easlem. but his liCk of lcoowiedge of AB should prompt
him 10 first learn the position.
1M Daily Easkm News endcnes Lauce Pbillips for student vice ~for finlllcial affairs.

VP for academic affairs

.

v ,,

Borck
. ..'t ·Q .....Lauren
.

Nora Strong
Lucas Bittick

lJ{

Brittany Bluhm

. ..

Kim Harris

•

No'~ siro'p8!;.: ~pe~e.~c.e_and .kflo~l locate it outside Textbook Rental Servi~ •
'
edge ot Stji'dep~, G6~e~m~1Jt. ~'akes her ··to maJCe'lt tndi"e accessible to students.
the best candidate for .student 'vi'ce president for student affairs. .
Strong, a juoi ~r Engli s h majoc and
member of the Unity Party. bas shown that
she knows what it takes to acco:nipJjsb hefl
goiJ]s and bow to improve on what has
been done'. She h~t5 been involved with
senate and been on several senate committees.
StroQg is chairwoman of both the senate's recycliDg committee and the hou&ing
and onivenity development committee,
and is a member of tbe recopized student
O!P"izarion funding committeeStroog said sbe would use her experience to increase student involvement in
decisions these and other committees

make.

One of Strong's bell ideas ia improving
tbe studeal ocpninMII dly tbiC it uted to
familiarize st11dents with the various
poaps on cmapua. which abe will overlee.

'J11DOIIMiafton clay WM held ail,...

a. sa.,...-eo ..,.II to 6e filii IDd

This would likely grab student attention
to the organizations because they will be
waiting for textbooks and the weather
would likely be pleasant.
In order to be able to fully succeed with
this proposal. as well as worlc better with
recognized stude nt organizations and
councils, Strong said sbe hopes to first
improve communication within the

groups.
If elected, Strong should also look into
a c:ompetitor 's idea.
Lucas Bittick, a senior German major
aod member o"f the Primary Party, suggested a Student Government bome page and
e-mail sites for executive members be
formed to improve communication with
tbe Ulliversity.
WbiJe this should not replace persoo.al
communication, it is a good way to
increase knowledge of Student

......

Ovwanmeat lO may.
.
1'lw DtiJly F.llltem Nrn _.,.., .Nora
S...,.. fw ....._ vice pakleDt for . . .

Kim Harris' dedication and experience
in Student Senate and willingness to take
the next ste p ma kes her the obvious
choice for student vice president for academic affairs.
Harris, a sophomore speech communicatio ns and political science lmajor. is a
member of the Unity Party and believes
better communicatio n between students
and the Student Senate is needed.
Harris a lso believes s tudent deans
should make their positions more known
to the students. One way she proposed
may be making it mandatory for deans to
have a program to explain their position
to the students they represent
One of the ways she wants to do chis
is by getting sf*:e in the SeNJu Slate to
let students know and understand her job
and that of the other vice presidents.
Sbe also said sbe wants 10 follow up
on The Uoderp'ound tucber evaluadoo
World Wade Web paae to ensure that it ia
beiDa aed to its full pou!atial.
Hmia belieYa abe is tbe molt quali-

fied fw tbe JK*tioa of vice plaWenl fw
lademk . . . . - feela il it ........

step for her to continue being pan of the
Student Gove rnment. In addition. she
said she believes executive vice presidents have to make themselves more of a
part of Student Government.
One of her first orders of business is to
attempt to address students' request for
longer library ho urs . She plans to go
directly to speak with library officials
and see what would needed to be done to
implement the proposal.
Harris bas served as a senate member
for two semesters and has sened as secretary of the senate for two semes~.
Her~ spent as secretary bas proved
her dedication and responsibility to
Student Oovemment
Lauren Borck. a write-in member of
the Student's Voice Party, bas DO experience 1n tbe senate, having senoed tine
semesters on the ApportionmeDl &.rd.
Borck lacbd originality in bcr caqJtiaD
while Hlrris Md a definite politioD aad
ctiredioG • plans 10 tate if dectecl.

.........

Dw lWy E4nnrl Nt:ws eadol• Kim
lllnil tw IIDdelll vice prelideal rw ~
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Charleston City Council set
Last tea
scheduled to vote on three appointments
for today
By BRITT CARSON
City editor

By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor

The last International Tea
of the semester will be held
today to help build friendships between American and
international students.
The tea will be held from 2
to 4 p.m. today at the Wesley
Foundation, 2202 Fourth St.,
said Roger Beck, associate
dean for the Graduate School
research and international
program.
"It's just a nice opportunity
for our students to meet
international students," Beck
said. "We're hoping to bridge
more gaps between students."
The tea, co-sponsored by
the Effingham Deanery, the
Multicultural Student Union
and
the
International
Program, will be modified
slightly in the fall, Beck said.
Changes such as varieties
of teas and different desserts
are in the works, Beck said.
He said he hopes the
changes will be in place by
the teas next semester.
Free refreshments, such as
cookies, brownies , punch,
coffee and tea will be served
at today's international tea,
which is open to all students,
faculty and staff, Beck said.

The Charleston City Council
tonight will vote on appointments
to three city committees.
The council will meet at 7:30
p.m. tonight at the Municipal
Building located at 520 Jackson
Ave.
On the agenda for Tuesday is
appointments to the Library
Board, Board of Zoning and
Appeals and the Police Pension
Board.
The council is also expected to

pass a resolution closing off Sixth
St. to Jackson for the Farmer's
Market. This year the Farmer's
Market is going to be held on a
Wednesday and Saturday morning.
The council will also listen to a
presentation by the Tree
Commission, which was established after Charleston was nominated to be a "Tree City."
The council is expected to vote
to allow Civil War re-enactors to
fire their guns and cannons during
their performance behind the
Charleston elementary school.
The council will vote on a reso-

lution to transfer extra funds from
the city budget into the fire and
police pension funds to help
ensure they are fully funded.
The council will also vote on a
resolution regarding tourism
expenditures from the Fox Ridge
Foundation. Each year the foundation has a race through the Fox
Ridge State Park and the expenditure for that will be reviewed.
The Chamber of Commerce
wants to put together a brochure
on the city of Charleston and is
requesting additional funds for
tourism from the council.

Sat & SIUI Mats; 1:45. 4:15

Job fair to host over 70 schools
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor

Representatives from more than 70 school di stricts are scheduled to attend a teacher placement
job fair Wednesday to interview Eastern students
and alumni.
Teacher Placement Day will be from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the University Ballroom and the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, said Rosalyn Gresens, associate director of
the Career Planning and Placement Center.
Those interested in finding a teaching position
need to register Wednesday morning at tables outside both ballrooms and pick up a name badge and
information sheets listing where school districts
are located to find them easier, Gresens said.
Applicants need to bring copies of their resume
to the fair.
Possible employers, school districts involved,
open positions and a tip sheet on how to prepare

for the job are listed at the Career Planning and
Placement Center, located in Student Services
Building, Gresens said.
The fair is sponsored by the Career Planning
and Placement Center and there is no charge to
participate.
Gresens said the job fair held last semester
geared towards businesses had a good employer
and student turnout.
"We had 137 companies attend and participate
in the job fair," Gresens said. "We are very excited about that."
This is the largest number of participating
recruiters ever to attend an Eastern job fair,
Gresens said. The bridge walkway had to be used
for more room for the tables.
"The response with students and recruiters was
very positive," Gresens said.
The next job fair is in September for people
seeking jobs in business, industry and government, Gresens said.

U of I graduate workers seeking unionization
URBANA (AP) - More than
55 percent of the graduate
employees at the University of
Illinois signed petitions to
become unionized, labor officials
said Monday.
The Graduate Employees'
Organization delivered 3,229
union cards to the Educational
Labor Relations Board in
Springfield.

CLOSE
&PERSONAL
Daily 7:00,9:30

If the board allows a union
election,
the
Graduate
Employees' Organization will ask
to represent all teaching assistants, research assistants and
graduate assistants on campus in
one union, said spokesman Mike
Rabin.
The 3,229 signatures represent
more than 55 percent of the 5,808
graduate employees, Rabin said.

~A

REPORT

ASSOC/A TED PRESS

The law requires at least 30 percent.
Union organizers expect a

challenge from the university.
"It's our position that our graduate students are admitted as student s," university spokesman
William Murphy said. "They
work and work hard as teaching
assistants and research assistants
and graduate assistants. But it's a
form of graduate student support.You have to be a student to
become an assistant."

4:45,7:45,10:00
sat sun mat; 2:30
Oliver & co. (G) 4:15,6:30,8:30
sat sun mats; 12:00,2:00
SGT Bilko (PG) 5:15,7:30,9:40
sat sun mats; 12:45,3:00
Birdcage ®4:15,7:15 9:50
sat sun mat; 1:30
James & The Giant Peach (PG)
4:30,6:45,8:45 S&S mats 12:15,2:15
Executive Decision® 4:00,7:00,10:00
Mr Wroog(PG) 5:00,7:15,9:30
sat sun mats; 12:30,2:45
Primal Fear® 4:00,7:00,9:45
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YOUR
FRIEND!

Large
1-Topping

2 Large
1-Topping

$599

$1 Q98

lSJ

Free ReliU on Popcorn (I Soft Drinks!

345-7849

345-7849
Have Fun During

,..., ..··,

RESTAURANT &.
BANQUET FACILITY
160Z. DRAFfS
DAIQUIRI'S

BAR MIXERS

Rotary Luncheon
at 12:00

ML 0

COUNTRY

~

&.. VIDEO

NIGHT

Come dance with Tex from 9 to 11 p.m •

••••••••••••••••••••••

Sale on these
New Releases

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a

PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in

The Dally
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is lo run)

$12 98 CD

Located
at 4th & Lincoln
(A<rou from Hardee's)

Killing Joe
Master P ..

$

7 98 Cassette

..... Democracy
.. Ice Cream Man

Rage Against the Machine .... Evil Empire

Lionel Richie ..... Louder Than Words
Smoothe Da Hustler .......... Once

Wed Nite: Native Tan Line Contest -Cash ~
Prizes + $2illl Red Stripe
~
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TUESDAY'S

1

$499
onlY

I
I
I

r---------------,
:
IKJ:·s :

• TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL •

lLarge
Cheese Pizza

7

FREE Homemade fries or
fresh-cut potato chips with
purchase of any sandwich.

I
I

+Tax

• Additional Toppi ngs $ 1.00 each . Not valid with any other coupon.

1
I
I

L---------------.J
r---------------,
Must bring in this coupon .

The Perfect Pizza. The Perfect Price.

L-------------------------------~

1
I
I
I
I

r~

FREE

n 6

1

rsni~FLOWERCORNiil
DOZEN

1 Dozen Minnows
~ ~ ~~ I
or
let~ 72.ics/ I :
1 Dozen Night Crawlers ~~ison I I

RED ROSES

:

$19.95 WRAPPED
$24.95 VASED

I
I

....
_______________
....
.J
L--------------Must have coupon • One coupon per person

Expires 4/21/96

I I

1 1335 Monroe

r--------------------,
1

r-------~-------, 1

: UTCBY:' ..lreate
I

424 West Lincoln

I

50~ OFF Any••TC8\!~'

345-3919 1

:

I
I
I

Good for one dedicated
group of Student
Government candidates

1
I
I
I

1 1Eiect

1

: STUDENTS' VOICE:
.J
--------------r---------------, r---------------,

1
Menu Item Over $1.50
• Expires 4-21-96 • Not valid with any other offe
L

1

L--------------------~

G-LEI&

I

ROAST BEEF

I

:

FREE Medium Drink

:

:1

1

1

1 with the purchase of a sandwich
I

& fries

Excluding Junior Sandwiches

I

1

Studio
8
:
(formerly Studio 3) I
~~u2rufs $J!e2rJ'
1

345- 4269

1

L---------------.J L---------------.J
Expires 4-30-96 • 703 W. Lincoln • Open 24 Hours
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Lose
8-100 pounds. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in
3 weeks. Guaranteed results. $35
cost. 1-800-666-3843.

Adoption

HELP WANTED : NEED BUSINESS MAJOR TO FILL STUDENT BUSINESS MANAGER
POSITION. Apply at Student
Publications , Gallery of the
Union!
516
"'o-=p-=p=--=o::-:R::-:T=-U:-:-:-:N-:-::1T=-:Y-,------:-K-:-::N-:-0=---=-cCK S:

Help Wanted
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

Here's your chance to join a fast
growing telecommunications co .
Make money without losing your
personal freedom . Call today!
345-5283
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17
PART TIME LANDSCAPE HELPmust have own transportation.
Flexible hours. Responsible people call 345-2683.
4/18

USED CO's The area 's largest
selection of used CO's, cassettes ,
concert T-Shirts , and video
games. We buy, sell , and trade.
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668
516
~N~A=T~IO~N~A~L~C~O~M~P~A~N~Y~N=EED

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High
income potential. No experience
required. For info call 202-3937723.
516
c-=-=-A~M-:-:P=--=c=-o~u""N'"'s=-=E=cL,-o=-=R-=s:--w_a_n ted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming , canoeing , sailing , waterskiing , gymnastics , riflery, archery,
tennis , golf, sports , computers ,
camping , crafts , dramatics , OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance . Salary $1250 or more
plus R&B . Camp LWC/GWCC ,
1765 Maple, Nfld ., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
5/1
c=R.,..,U"'IS""'E=-=s-.,-H'""Ip=-s~N"'O""'W~H...,.-I~R""'"INGEarn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel (Hawaii ,
Mexico, the Caribbean , etc.)
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call1-206-971-3550 ext. C57385
4/25

A~-=c~T~IV~I~T~IE=-S~/~R::-:E::-:C::-:R~E-:-A=T~IONAL

DIRECTOR to work with D.D .
adults. Qual. individual must have
BS in Art , Music , Recreation ,
Phys. Ed . or related field. Must be
cheerful , enthusiastic and organized. Salary starts at $18 ,000
w/excellent
benefit
pkg. ,
health/life ins. Apply/send resume
to P.O. Box 738/738 18th ST. ,
Chas.
516
~G~R-=E::-:A-=T~E~M-=P~L-=O~Y~M~E=-N~T.-=FULL

TIME SUMMER. Drumtight
Painting.
$6.50-1 0.00/hour.
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800622-7871

Wanted
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516
FEMALE
VOCALIST
FOR
ALTERNATIVE BAND. CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION 3459100

A~LA~S-.,-K~A~S-.,-U~M M~E-=Rc-=E~M::-:P~LOY-

7

MENT- Fishing Industry. Earn up
to $3 ,000- $6 ,000+ per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience necessary! (206) 971-3510 ext
A57383.
4/16
~H~O-.,-U~s-=E~M 0~T~H~E==R~W~A~N=T=E=D: We
need a college age female to stay
with three teenage children in
Bethany. Overnight Position for
M ,W ,Sa. Parents work 24 hr.
shifts. Summer Only or long-term.
For more info Call Julie at 6653446.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

:-:-:-,...,..-c==--=-~~-:--:-::=-4/22

WANTED : ROOMMATE , male
upperclassman. Quiet, nonsmoker. Call 581-2670

IF YOU DECIDE ADOPTION is
best for you and your baby,
please consider us. Loving ,
devoted , secure couple with
beautiful 5-year-old adopted
daughter eagerly seek infant to
join their family. Continuing contact, if you desire. Please contact
Rita and Jon through our
Adoption Advocate , 1-800-852-

Roommates
4294, code #424681.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/24
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for next fall. $200 a month , own
room . Call Erica 581-8141
4/19
-=-2-=F=E"""M""'A'"'L-=E'""'R=-o-=-=o~M=M~A""'T=E::-:S~NEED-

ED for Fall/Spring . Flat $200/mo.
Fantastic location . 3 bedrooms,
kitchen , 2 baths. Call 348-6218
4/19
:-Lo=o-:-:K;;-:1N"""G=-=F=-=o=-=R=-=F=E::-M::-:Ac;-L-::E=-G=RADSTUDENT or UPPERCLASS
WOMAN to share my home May
20-Sept 20. Own room , fully furnished. Must enjoy dogs , cats ,
and garden work. Will trade partial rent for house sitting while I
am gone . Nice home close to
square. Call 345-1159 ask for

2-4 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for large 2 bedroom
Park Place Apt. Fully Furnished.
Call 345-4876
4/17
=F=E::-:M:-:A-.,-L=E~S""'U"""B""'L-=E=s::-::S::-::0::-:R=-:-N-;-::E=EDED

ED for Park Place Apt.
$160.00/month, plus utilities. Call
Erin , 345-9458
4/17
7
1 -o-r2=--=s"'"'u=B~L~Es=-s=-o=R-:-::(S'"'")7N:-:::E=EDED.
1 bedroom, Park Place. Call 345-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5

7746 from 9-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

SUMMER SUBLESSORS , 2 people needed for 2 bedrooms .
Reasonable rent. Close to campus. Call 348-1802-Angie/Tania
4/17
=s:-:U"'"'M'"'"M-=-=E=-=R=-=sc:-U:-::B:-:-L-=E~S-=s-=o'""R~NEEDED FOR SUMMER. 2 bedrooms
furnished. Excellent location.
Price
negotiable .
Air
Conditioning. 348-5237
4/18
.,..1-=o-=R~2:--:=-S~U=-B~LE=-s=-=s=-=o=-=R=-s=-=-N=E=-EDED.
1 bedroom , Park Place. Very reasonable rent. Call Josh anytime,
345-6175
4/30
'"'N-=E'""E'""D""'E::-:0:::-: =F""'E"""M'""'A;-;L-:E=--=s'"'"U"'"'M=M E R
SUBLESSOR FOR TWO BEDROOM APT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. A/C , $125 PLUS UTILI-

SUMMER APARTMENTS 6/17/31. $300/month. Phone 348-

AVAILABLE AUGUST 2 bedroom
furnished apartment. Twelve

=-L~IN~c=-o:::-:-L~N~W~o=-o=-=o-=p"'"'IN~E~T==-R;EE .

FURNISHED APARTMENTS ,
PATIOS , BALCONIES, AIR ,
POOL , SUNDECK , CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 3456000

.-==:-:...,..-,--:O"C=-::--::c--==c=-=--=-=~·5/6

VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apt.
3-4 people furnished. Garbage
disposal , dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 3452363
516

7
1--=3~F~E~M
A~LE~S~u=B~L=E-=s~SORS

ADOPTION: Couple offers your
baby a future filled with love and
happiness . Call Debbie Collect
(618) 692-6300. (Barb/Bob).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23

9788
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

3-5 GIRLS , cozy 3 bedroom furnished house for '96- '97 school
year, appliances, near Old Main .
348-8406.
516

7

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/23

Adoption

7

For Rent

TIES. 345-6445
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18

for Summer/96. Park Place .
Please call Tara 348-5924, leave
a message.
4/16
needed for summer. Spacious
apt. close to campus. 9th St. ,
345-5675
4/18

For Rent

For Rent

Sublessors
Lori.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

Sublessors

=s~U7
M=M~E~R~S""'U"""B=-L~E=-s=-s=-o==R~N=EED-

'"'M,-c"""A"""R'""T""'H"'"'U~R~M;-;-;A-:-N'"'O""'R~A""'P"'"A.,...,RT-

MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
lease 345-2231
516

cam us clig~
s ~-"'!"'"

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, Allies Union Free Concert " Romanosky
and Phillips Gay Musical/Comedy at 8 p.m. tonight in Champaign . We
will meet at 210 Coleman Hall at 6:30p.m. to leave. Rides available.
AB MEETING at 6:45p.m. tonight in the Arcola-Tuscola room .
ALPHA PHI ALPHA fraternity informational at 7 p.m. tonight in the
African American Cultural Center, 1525 7th St. Business attire mandatory. To be early is to be on time.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Martinsville room . Current and new members encouraged to attend .
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Effingham
room . Elections will take place for executive officers. Paid members
please attend to vote for next years officers.
PHI BETA SIGMA 1st Sigma Slam Stepshow is cancelled.
ZETA PHI BETA SIGMA 2nd Annual Blue and White Ball at 7 p.m.
Friday, May 3 at the Worthington Inn. For more information contact a
Zeta at 7089 or a Sigma at 7094.
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN Election prior to Activation Dinner
at 5:30 p.m. tonight in the Lumpkin Hall Lounge.
UNIVERSITY CYCLING CLUB is planning road rides and possible
meetings. Please call Chad at 345-5681 for more information.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT Organization meeting at 7 p.m . tonight
in the Greenup room. All are welcome. Discussion on Constitution.
PHI BETA LAMBDA chapter meeting at 7 p.m . in the Paris room .
Election of new president will also take place tonight.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass at noon today in the Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation 8-9 p.m.
tonight in the Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER bible study at 6 p.m. tonight in 109A
Coleman Hall.
NRHH MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight in the Thomas Hall classroom.
Elections will take place.
SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 'Special Olympics Volunteer
Meeting" at 6 p.m. April 23 in Coleman Auditorium. Please attend this
important meeting if you will be working or coming .
CAREER PLANNING & Placement Center "Spring Teacher Placement
Day Job Fair" 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Wednesday, April 17 in the University
Union Ballrooms.
PHI SIGMA PI meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Charleston/Mattoon
room . Exec. board meeting at 6 p.m.
STUDENT SENATE student elections 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. today all
over campus. Don 't forget to vote in the upcoming elections tomorrow.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA philanthropic meeting at 8:30 p.m. tonight in
21 Ringenberg . Call Jennifer at 8101 if you can 't attend .
SWORDSFIGHTER'S GUILD meeting at 7 p.m. tonight at the Archer's
Mound , weather permitting.

-:---::B-::E'""D::-:R=-o=-o~M~A~P"'"T~S. -F=UR-

NISHED,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR , AND DECKS .
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 3452363

::::-;:-;~:-==-===-=--::-=:--:----:cc-5/6

SUMMER STORAGE starting at
$30/month. Sizes 4X12 and up.
Phone 348-7746 from 9-5.

The Daily Eastern News

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published . No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
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ITUESDAY
P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

APRIL 16

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

News
NBC News

News
En!. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Stanley Cup

Wings
Wings

Family Matters
Newhart

Wheel Of Fortune
Inside Edition

The Client

Roseanne
Coach

Playoffs

Murder, She Wrote

Baseball: White
Sox at Royals

Wings
3rd Rock/Sun
Frasier
John Larroquette
Dateline NBC

The Client

Home lmprov.
Dana Carvey
NYPD

Movie:A Family ofi
Cops

News
Nightline (1 0 35)

News w/ Lehrer
Nova
Frontline

Boxing:

Baseball Tonight
News
SportsCenter

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Funniest Home...
Baseball: Marlins

Savannah Cats

Little House on
The Prairie
Bonanza

at Braves

Unsolved Mysteries Movie: Terror In The
Family
Movie:Lucky Day

Wisdom of Faith
w/ Huston Smith
Silk Stalkings

News
Simon & Simon

As Time Goes By
Movie

Unsolved Myst.

Star Trek Voyager

Myst. Universe
World of Wonder
Arsenal

MASH

Next Step

Firing Line
Cinema

MASH

Beyond 2000

Movie

News
100 Years of
Olympic Glory

The Daily Eastern News

classified advertising,___
Tuesday, April , ~
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For Rent

For Rent

3 OR 4 BEDROOM , VERY
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR , AND DECKS. 10 MO,
LEASE. CALL 345-2363
5/6
:-:U.,-,N.,.,IQ""'U-;-;E=--:-cH:-::::0:-:-M-:-::E=-:S::-=P=R-=o-=p-=E=R=TI ES,
345-5022:
Atrium
Sunrise
Apartments . Call us for personal
appointment. Come see luxury
living , indoor pool , hot tub , exercise equipment, laundry facilities.
3 bedroom apartments with vanities in each bedroom & free parking.
Also available: 1 bedroom
with den at 1617 9th St.

AUGUST HOUSE FOR FOUR
WOMEN. Excellent condition .
Central air, washer/dryer, parking,
no pets. $200 each. 345-7286

-=-=-====~~~~~~5/6

ONE BEDROOM , NICE, LARGE,
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 12
month lease , 4 1/2 blocks from
campus (avail. June 2 , other July
16) Call345-6127.
.,..---;:o=::::-;::o=-:::-:-:-----:----:-5/1 0
1 BEDROOM apartments still
available.
Call
Oldetowne
Management 345-6533.
5/6
2~~B~R-A~P~T~
. -c-a_r_p_e7
t ,~A~/C~
, ~OFF

street parking , 2 blks from campus. 345-9636 after 5:00 pm.
4/19
=F==OR~R=E=N~T=.~R~O~O~M=s~F=o~R=-MEN

IN MY HOUSE. Quiet , serious
students only. Fall/Spring ,
$185/month, 9-month contract.
Summer, $110 per month . Most
utilities included. Kitchen privileges. One block from campus .
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 p.m.
5/6
::o-3--;:B'""D::-;R"""'M,-o-2::o---;:B:-:Ac::T;;-H;-;-;H-=o-=-u:-::S:-::E:, 4-6
people , appliances , WID , part.
furn ., 10 month lease. 348-5418
4/22
=pA~R-:-Ko-=Pc-L-,-A~C~E~A~P~A~R~T=M~EN. T -1
large bedroom fully furnished
apartment available for '96-'97
school year. Call 345-5248
4/16
4""'"--,B=E=Dc::R:-:O=-o=-=-M~H:-:0::-cU:-:-::-S-=E,.---o-fo r 1 0
month lease: Nice full basement:
good location Call 346-3583.
4/18
7
1~B=-E=D-=R:-::o=-o~M=--=-A-=P"'T~,--::2:--p-eo pIe ;
House, 4 people. Deposit &
Lease. No pets 345-4602
4/19
~R-=E~N~T~A~L~H~O~U~s=E~u-=P~TO 5.
Available 8/15/96. Call 348-0191
5/6
=s7U:-:-M"""M;-;:-::E:-::R=---::O:-:N-:cL'""'Y...,..---:-Hc-o-u_s_e---:-121 0
3rd st. Close to campus 2-3 people 348-5032.
4/25
;:::-Fo=R,...,R""'E"'N'""T::::--,.-;H-:-0=-:-:U-=s-=E-:0::-:R=---:A-=PT. for
3-5 girls. 2 blocks from Old Main.
Call 348-8792
4/18
;-LG:o;-.-=2'""'B"'"=ED-=R:-::O:-:O""'M;-;-.-=2'""'-3=--p---'eo pIe.
Furnished, good condition. Close
to campus. Pool and balcony.
Avail. FA96. CAll now 348-7753
4/19
7
1 ---=B'""E:-::D:-:R=-o=-=ocoM-,---...,.A'""P'""'A--=R'"""T=M""70E NT.
Furnished . Water, cable, & trash
included. 12 mo. lease. $350/mo.
345-9178
4/19
;-LA~R-=G:-::E~3~B::-;E::-:D~R=o-=-=o~M~A~PART-

MENT in quiet residential building
at 300 Harrison , available 5/15 or
8/1/96. $180 per month/person.
Call David McGrady at 348-8258
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/6

Doon.esbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

~~~-------5/3

HOUSE NEAR EIU. 3-5 students.
2 baths, lease. 348-1614
4/22

For Sale
ZENITH
IBM
Compatible
Computer
$75 .
Stepper
Exerciser $55 . King Size
Waterbed $50. Call 536-9118
4/17
:-:-W-:-::0:-:Mco-=E:-:N:-:
, S~R--::O'"""'s""'s=-=T=E,.,-N'""S=P·E ED
$50.00 O.B.O. Must sell 5818116.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
DOMINO'S PIZZA LUNCH SPECIALS. 10 inch 1 topping and 1
Pepsi $3.99 plus tax . 11 am to 3
pm , 348-1626

MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

=-o--=c=-c-c~~~~~~-4/17

'86 PONTIAC SUNBIRD GT 4cyl ,
auto , ale , sunroof, good shape .
$1 ,800 , OBO. 345-5692 ask for
Kim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57385.

-~--------5/3

' 81 CHEVY CAPRICE. High
miles, but good , reliable work car.
$555 OBO. Call Dan 581-2868

~~~~------·4122

CAR STEREO : JVC CD player,
EO's and more. 581-3136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4 /17

Announcements
ATTENTION SENIORS : YOU
CAN STILL ORDER PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AT
TOKENS. 25 FOR 39.95.
ORDER TODAY
4/23
::-:,D::-0:::::-:-:N-:-:
' T~F=-o=-R=-=G-=E=T~T'""O,........,...,VO T E
' NEW EXPERIENCE PARTY ' STUDENT LEADERS WORKING
FOR YOU- ON WEDNESDAY
APRIL 17TH."

~:--::--:=--~,..---~~--4/17

GOOD LUCK TRI-SIGMA COLLEGIATE BOWL!

7-:-~~~--------'4/16

AMBITION-NOT
DEGREEREQUIRED. Be able to afford
your dreams! Growing telecommunications co. offers part-time
or full-time career with huge
money making potential. Call
now! 345-2629, ext 444.
4/19
A-:-T=T==E~N=Tc-IO~N-Ac-:-:LL~S~T=U~D=-E-NTS!

Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more
info. call : 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F57385
5/3
"'D-=o~M"'""'I:-:N-=o"'""
· s:-:::P:-::IZ==ZA~L'"""'U-;-;N"""c"'H~SPE-

CIALS. 10 inch, 1 topping and 1
Pepsi $3.99 plus tax. 11 am to 3
pm. 348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

I \ Lu i
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Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16

COME CHECK OUT EASTERN'S
TWO MOST POPULAR BANDS ,
CHRONIC ITCH and SPREAD ,
Friday, April 19th at TED's, starting at 9 p.m. Also , don 't miss
CHRONIC ITCH performing outside in the Tundra for Eastern 's
Unity Day on Thursday , April
18th, at 3 p.m.
4/19
=T-=o--=o:-:::B.,.-U"'S,.,-Y.,.,.!?"'•""...,.L-e..,..t-=D:--:0::-:N-:-N,..,.A..,..,.'S do
your LAUNDRY. We sort, and fold
your 15 pound bag for only $4.00.
Or self serve at University Village.
NEWLY REMODELED. 345-3453
4/19
G;:::-::0=-c::T:-::R:-:1-:-S::-:I:-::G'"'M..,.A~T"'U,.,.G-=-=s::-!-:G=-o TriSigma Tugs! Go Tri-Sigma Tugs!
Go Tri-Sigma Tugs!
4/16
=s-=T:-:U-=D--=E=N~T=-s=-,--:-V:-:0:--:1--=c--=E~.~
.. STUDENTS ' VOICE ... STUDENTS '
VOICE .. .Vote Wednesday April
17!!
4/17
:-:M""'K-;-;E~M-=-=E=-=-L...,.L-=o-:-H.,.--::;:O-=F,..,S::-:Ic::G-:-M
I
A PH I
EPSILON-Thanks for all of your
help with Greek Sing! You're the
greatest! Love , The Ladies of
Sigma Sigma Sigma!
4/16
77

:-:y-=o-:-U:-::R~-V~O-,.-IC==E-...,.IS,----OUR

VOICE ... Vote
STUDENTS'
VOICE on Wednesday
4/17

"'D-=o~M"'""'I:-:N-=o"'""
• S:-:::P""'IZ:-=Z:-:-A~L'"""'U-;-;N-:-C::-:H,.,...-SPE-

CIALS, 10 inch 1 topping and 1
Pepsi $3.99 plus tax. 11 am to 3
pm. 348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17

GO DELTA CHI TUGS! Love ,
Lisa
~~--~~-~_ _ 4/16
SIG KAP TUGGERS: Good luck
with your first tug today. Think
positive and be strong! Love-your
sisters
4/16
~$-=-1--=.o--=o,..--~B::-:U-:-=D~-L~I=T=E~-R==O~LLING

ROCK AT TED ' S TONITE . NO
COVER-FREE
POLL-FREE
POPCORN-D.J. BILL BUCKLEY
4/16
=c-=o-:-N--=G~R:--:A~T~U~L...,.AT=I=O-:-N:--:S-T-0---:-JESSI-

CA HANOVSKA of Alpha Sigma
Alpha on getting engaged to Mark
Olszewski of Lambda Chi Alpha!!
4/16
=TY:-:-=PI,.,-N'""G'""'-W-:-:-:-1L...,.L~T=Y--cP::-:E=---cA-:-N~Y=TH I NG
on short notice; flexible rates. Call
Bri any hour 345-6544
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/19
LYNN KASTEN OF TRI-SIGMAYou did a great job with Greek
Sing this year! Thanks for all of
your hard work and dedication!
Love , Your sisters
4/16

-:-:JU-:cL'"""'I=E~s""'c""'H-;-;R=-O::-:E=D::-:E=R~O--=F~SIGMA

KAPPA: Thanks for all your hard
work and dedication with Greek
Sing! You did a great job! LoveYour sisters
4/16

A""'":-:M'"'""Y:-:L:-:E=V..,..I~N=E~O:-:F=-A-:-:-:LP_H_A~SIGMA

ALPHA: Congratulations on being
awarded Greek woman of the
year. Your sisters agree!!

~,..----------4/16

GOOD LUCK DELTA ZETA
Tuggers! If it hurts, squeeze harder!

It Pays to Advertise in the Daily

JAMIE
TORBERT
AND
DANIELLE HUNT OF DELTA
ZETA: You are doing a great job
with Greek Week!

:::::--::~::::-:-=-=:-:--:--:-:~~~~4/16

DON'T MISS!! (JUST SPENCES)
YARD SALE! 1148 6th ST. THIS
THURS . 1-6. RAIN DATE NEXT
THURS. 4/25
4/18
A~7
L-=P~H~A,----=S7
IG~M~A--A.,.-.,-L=P-;-:H~A-You

couldn't have made me prouder
this year at Greek Sing . You are
awesome in my book and that's
all that matters!! Love , Traci
4/16
=T-=o--,T=H,.,.E~M-:cE=N,..,..--,O"'F::-:-:-L~A.,...M=B~D~A CHI
ALPHA . Good luck in Greek
Week. I know you ' ll do great .
Love , Deanne
4/16
~$7
1--=.o~O--~B=-=U~D;:c--:-L~I=T-=E~-R=-o~LLING

ROCK AT TED ' S TONITE. NO
COVER-FREE
POOL-FREE
POPCORN-D.J. BILL BUCKLEY.
4/16
=T,...,H-=EccMc-=Ec-N~O-=F,...,K'"'"D==R-w_o_u:-l~d~like to
thank all the ladies who came to
Sorority Blowout, we had a blast!
4/16
""'M:-::E:-:-N-:-:-'-=-S~P"'R=-=E-=-S""'E=-A.,...S"'""O.,....,..N,-S~O F TBALL TOURN . Apr. 19, 20 , 21.
$100 + 2 softballs. USSSA Rules.
Deadline-Apr. 17. 345-3817, 3481541

=-:=--.,--,..,=:-:,...,--,,....,.,.---=-~~~4117

GO ALPHAS!! Go Tugs!! Go
Pyramids!! Go Canoes!! Go
Airband!! Go volleyball!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/16

SUSAN SHEREDER and IRENE
PLACENCIA of Delta Zeta : Thank
you for all your hard wokr during
Greek Sing. You guys are the
best! Where should we keep the
trophy?
4/16
;::D:-;:E:-;-L-:;:T:-;:S;-:-:--;C:;-o..,-n:-:g--:r--:at:-:-u71a-:t.,...io_n_s_o_n 2nd
place in Greek Sing! You guys
looked and sounded great up
there. Love , Jamie
4/16
J..,.A7-::C7K~I=E~B=-E=R7
N:-:A--::R::cD=--o-:f-:D=ELTA

ZETA: You looked beautiful last
night at coronation . We were so
proud to have you represent our
House!
4/16
~V::::O;-:;T::-;:E::-;-U;-;:N-;-;I-:;::T7;Y:-A-;;-;::;P=R'""IL;-:--:1-::;7,..--.Vote
Unity. Vote Unity. Vote Unity. Vote
Unity
4/17
=s-;-:U:-cVA::-S:::-:-L-=o-=B-=o:-,...,.JA.,...S=-0=:-:N--::C:-:O~LALI LLO , MATT DICKERSON , BRIAN
GRAY, SETH REEDY, JPHN
BAGEL, AND GREG JAMROZEK
OF DELTA TAU DELTA: Thank
you so much for helping out at
the Alpha Gam parents weekend.
You guys are the best! Love ,
Jamie
4/16
'"'K""'H=R'""IS::cT=:I-=cN=E:-S=-c=-A-:-=Nc-LA:-:Ncc--o--=-fASAyou looked beautiful last night at
coronation. You are a wonderful
representation of our house.
4/16
~$~1~
. 0~0~~B~U~D~-L~I~T-=E,.-,-R;:c-:=O~LLING

ROCK AT TED ' S TONITE. NO
COVER-FREE
POOL-FREE

Eastern lWews

Tuesday Special
2 Large Pizzas
£~t.stern
Call 581-2812
for more info.

one Topping

$

97
+ Tax

348-1626
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NHL first round starts tonight STREAK
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia Flyers pick
up where they left off - sort of when the NHL Stanley Cup playoffs begin on Tuesday.
The Flyers ended the season as
Eastern Conference champions
with a 3-1 victory over the
Tampa Bay Lightning in St.
Petersburg, Fla., Sunday night.
They begin the playoffs Tuesday
night against the Lightning, only
this time it's in Philadelphia.
"It will be especially tough to
open in their building,"
Lightning captain Paul Y sebaert
said. "If you can last the first 10
minutes of the game, you can
stay in it. I look for it to be a
physical series." The other bestof-7 first-round playoffs starting
Tuesday have Montreal at the
New York Rangers, Vancouver at
Colorado and St. Louis at
Toronto.
The other four series begin
Wednesday night with Washington at Pittsburgh, Boston at
Florida, Winnipeg at Detroit and

Calgary at Chicago.
Lightning center John Cullen
agrees it will be a physical series,
and that's a problem, especially
since the Flyers "average height
and weight is 7-foot and about
300 pounds." "We had an inkling
we might play those guys. You
can't intimidate a team like that,"
Cullen said. "It's the team that
plays the smartest that wins in the
playoffs."
Eric Lindros is one of those
physical Philadelphia players. He
had his 47th goal of the season
and added an assist against
Tampa Bay in the season finale,
which put the Flyers one point
ahead of Pittsburgh for first place
in the Eastern Conference. Dale
Haw-erchuk had the assist on
Lindros' goal.
Hawerchuck called Tampa Bay
"a hard-working team, and
they've been one of the better
teams in hockey the last couple
months. They scratched and
clawed their way into the playoffs." Tampa Bay earned its first

playoff berth in only its fourth
season. The Lightning edged the
defending Stanley Cup champion
New Jersey Devils by two points
for the final Eastern Conference
spot.
The Rangers enter the playoffs
against Montreal in a horrible
slump. They haven't won since
April 5 and have lost six of their
last seven.
"We can't come out like we
have in the last five games," said
forward Jari Kurri, whose Rangers have been outscored 11-1 in
their last five periods. "We
should be a team that gets the
first goal.
We should not be a team that's
chasing from behind." The
Rangers-Canadiens rivalry has
been a big part of NHL history.
Two of the original six teams,
they have met 13 times in the
playoffs. The Canadiens have
won seven of the series.
The Canadiens lead the alltime series 293-166-89, including
17-1-3 in the last 21 games.

from page 12
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in the second game and tie a season high by scoring 11 runs. The
Aces scored only seven runs in their previous four games.
Evansville is also 1-4 in one-run games, including the 5-4 loss
at Williams Field.
But Aces head coach Gwen Lewis is looking for another close
game.
"Obviously we want to win this time," she said. "It looks like
two teams equal in talent. It'll be a dogfight out there, and the
best team for seven innings will win.
"There are no overbearing pitchers. Last time our defense was
shaky, but it ought to be a battle. (There will be) no shutouts; it'll
be fun to watch."
But the Panthers have also become more confident in closer
games.
"In the beginning of the season, when we got down a run or
two, the game was over," Fox said. "But the past few weeks
we've become more confident at the plate."
After the weekend's games, Fox said that rightfielder
Courtney Cassata was especially confident at the plate.
The Panthers will play two more non conference games this
week before laying four Mid-Continent Conference games over
the weekend.
Eastern will travel to Wright State University Wednesday for a
doubleheader.
Saturday, the Panthers will host the University of Missouri at
Kansas City before travelling to Chicago to play the Blue
Demons of DePaul.

(

tuesday )

il[ffi~J>®r& !IDJ?~ffi! IID~w

s1oo OFF

All Import Draft Pints

• Becks
•Harp
• Guinness Stout

( wednesday)
~rr®rrn 11Thl~ ~ft1lcilll~rru

$2 Calazones
(reg. $4.95)
lFll®Jm 1!fu@ ID~ll

25¢ OFF
All Rail Drinks
(

thursday

ITrrnlf)®rr11

~®111lil~

)

IIDmw

50¢ OFF
All Import
Bottle Beer
All Day! All Night!

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE In

-

... -·-

The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadhne: 2 Bus; ness DmJS
Before Ad ;s lo Pun)
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~
ae~. ~News

Schedule has football-.team slated for six road. games
bit the road for four consecutive week-

After all but dominating the Gateway Football

~onf~nce last season en route to the league's C<H:hamp10nsh1p,, the Panthers were forced to face the mt,~sic. 1be
Gateway s fat l~y finally sang, and Eastern saw itself
headed for the Ohio Valley Conference.
And after Saturday's first official intrasquad scrimmag~ game•. Eastern ~ao look forward to possible early
d~rrunance ID the Oh10 Valley. The Panthers' schedule
will feature some new faces- and some old.
Head _coach Bob Spo~·s club will open the se~son
Aug. 29 ID K:aJatn&.ZO<?· M~cb., against Weste~ Mich$gan.
The game wtJI be Eastern s only Thursday contest of the
season.
Two non-conference games follow with Pittsburg
(~.) State and Indiana State at O'Brien Stadium - both
w•ll be 1 p.m. Saturday games.
The Ohio Val~ey schedule begins on the road at
Tennessee-Martin Sept. 28 after a bye-week. The
Panthers beat the Pacers last season 30-22 in Charleston.
Eastern's rivalry with Western Illinois will not fade
away, even though the Panthers are leaving the Gateway.
The Leathernecks will come to O'Brien Oct. 12 for
Family Weekend.
The Ho.mecoming 1996 game Oct. 19 featUres Murray
(Ky.) State. And the Panthers should be prepared to celebrate while they can - after the Homecoming game, they

ends.
Tennessee Tech (Oct. 26), Austin
Peay (Nov. 2), Southeast Missouri
(Nov. 9) and Middle Tennessee (Nov.
16) comprise the road games in the
heart of the Panthers' conference
schedule. The Panthers knocked off
Southeast Missouri (34- 18) at home
and Austin Peay (31-3) on the road
last year.
Eastern will then end the regular season football
schedule Nov. 23 at home against Eastern Kentucky - a
week later in the season than last year's cl.o ser.
Eastern will be looking for a repeat trip to the NCAA
Division f-AA playoffs. The Panthers los t in the firs t
round last season to Stephen F. Austin in Nacogdoches.
Texas.
Hoop it up!: The Student Athletic Trainers Club is
sponsori ng a three-on-three basketball tournament
Sunday, April 21 .
The "Shoot the Hoop Basketball Tournament" will
begin at 9:40 a.m. in Lantz Gym and is scheduled to run
until 4 p.m. Registration begins at 8 a.m. and will run
until 9 :30 a.m. The tournament features up to $100 in
cash prizes.

- Compiled by Matt Erickson

MERDA
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Entry fonns can be picked up in the Lantz. Gym training room or the McAfee Gymnasium training room. Tbe
cost of the tournament is $20 per team, and entry fonns
will be accepted through Wednesday. There will abo be a
first come·. first serve team entry opportunity the day of
the tournament if there are spots remaining for teams.
Entry forms and entry fees must be turned into the
McAfee training room before 6 p.m. Wednesday. ·
Tee It up!: The 15th Annual Eastern Illinois
University/Decatur Golf Outing and Reception is scbeduled for Thursday, May 2 at Scovill Golf Club. The outing is open to the public, and will cost $75 for 18 boles
of golf and dinner at the reception, or $30 for nongolfers.
The g~lf outing will begin at 12:30 p.m. with a shotgun start. The dinner reception. as well as a prize-awarding ceremony. will begin at 5 p.m. Carts will be provided
for the golfers to add to the day's exciting events.
~ The deadline for entries is Monday. April 29.
Interested individual s should contact Dennis Harris of
Decatur at 217-428-4328.
Selected Eastern administrators and coaches have participated in the event in past years. and are expected to
this ye:u- as well.

· While Eastern is riding a four-game winning' streak. the season has not been a kind
one for the Racers. as they stand at 13-22 this·
year after coming off a 12-1 pounding by
OVC foe Southeast Missouri State on Sunday.
In conference action. the Racers are 5-9 on the
year.
)
Despite the rough s tart. Jeremy Quinn is
hitting .32 1 this year and Tom O'Brien boasts
a .3 10 average from the plate.
In addition to the rough stan for the Racers,
the Panthers also did better than Murray State
did against Austin Peay University.
Eastern , which opened up the season
against the Governors. won the first game 5-2
before dropping the _next t\¥() III'UAi~~-~-~

., 9-3 .• ?

The Racers on the other hand, lost both
games to the Governors back in March by the
scores of 7-6 and 12-0.
After the doubleheader with tbe Racers
Eastern will face Chicago State this weekend. Eastern s Matt Man.ec slides ~afely into home piau in a
Western earlier thLs season.
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There is only one way to
eliminate these attacks on offic ials.
It is not lengthy s uspensions.
or hefty fines.
Simply put. don't have officials anymore.
If that s hould happen. then
who are the players going to go
after?
The coaches? No. The fans?
Probably not, unless the player
is Vernon Maxwell.
In that case, the players
would have to turn on themselves.
And this would only make
th! games more interesting .
Granted, the quality of play
may be decreased.
But we all know everybody
likes violence.
All we have to do is look at
the telev is ion shows in prime

time to prove that point.
Violence is everywhere. so
why not on the ba s ketball
court?
I would certainly put money
on Shaquille O'Neal if he went
against Patrick Ewing.
An even better fight would
be Steve Kerr vs . Shawn
Bradley. Kerr \loOuld come out
victorious.
By taking the officials away
from the game. it would benefit
two gToups of people: the officials and the fans.
The officials would no
}o..n~~~ b~ifi. '!_a~g~r..., o~ ~~8
attacWl)y a pfayer at any
given moment.
And the fans would also get
what they want - a fight every
now and then remini scent of
the "Cage Matches" from the
World Wrestling Federation.

Bulls shooting for place in his~ory against Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Nobody wants to be the victim
when the Chicago Bulls make history with their 70th
victory.
For the Milwaukee Bucks, it would add one more
indignity for a team whose spoiled season includes a
ftenchisc-~:ecoul

15-ga.mo- skid. ;a- ~rollj)d bell':a-

warmer in rookie Shawn Respert and a $2:8 mlllioo
payout for Kevin Duckworth.
His contribution includes a total of nine points, seven
rebounds and no blocks in eight games.
The Bucks are headed for their fifth straight trip to
the NBA lottery.
Mike Dunleavy hasn't reached the playoffs in his
four seasons as coach and general manager.
But be was able to smile Monday as the team prepared for w~ will likely be its 55th loss Thesday night
againat 1be BuJls.
Milwaukee upset the Orlando Magic 114-10 I Sunday
night.

Vin Baker scored 27 points and Johnny Newman
took advantage of Anfernee Hardaway's absence for 25
more. lifting the Bucks to just their fourth victory in 28
games.
"l hope we can save this momentum for Theaday's
game," Dunleavy said.
· '"It felt great." Baker said. "In light of the situation
coming up with Chicago and with us out of tbe playoffs,
we can just play the spoiler."
Point guard Sherman Douglas said the Bucks aren't
exactly enthusiastic about facing the Bulls at the
Bradley Center, but they were definitely ready,
"We got to be ready. We got to play as hard as we
possibly can.
~
These last games we just want to leave on a good
note, hopefully," said Douglas, who came over from
Boston in the trade for Todd Day.
"I mean. this has been a terrible season. But we're
going to try to leave it on as good a note as we can."

I

No disrespect to the Bulls, but Newman said be was
tired of hearing all the talk about Michael . Scottie.
Dennit &: Co.supplanting the 1971 -72 Los Angeles
Lakers. who won 69 games, as the best team ever.
"I've been bearing them talk about how they want to
get it over with and get it done, and we don't want it to
be against us," Newman said. ..So, we're going to go
out and try to put anOther good game together like we
did against Orlando."
Bucks forward Terry Cummings. who has criticized
the lack of enthusiasm and effort on this team, particularly from the younger players, said that beating the
Magic actually left him perplexed.
'That's the kind of team we are. We haven't established that at all, though," he said. "We've been in that
s ituation all year and we've lost a lot of games where
teams were short-handed.
''This was just a big game for us to win. Any time we
can win, it's just great.

Cards drop Pirates Guillen rescues Sox after KC rally
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Ron Gant
homered, doubled and drove in
four runs as the St. Louis
Cardinals beat the Pittsburgh
Pirate& 6-4 Monday fer their fifth
victory in six games.
Oant had an· RBI double in tbe
first i.Qnina and bit a three-run
bomer in the third, his fourth, off
John Ericks (0-2). The homer
llated Cardinals rookie starter
Alan Benes (2-0) to a 5-1 lead.
But lbe ript-baoder atruggled,
allowing foertuDJ and seven hits
witb seven strikeouu in S 2-3

inaiup,
Tbe Pitllellllllde it clote with
three ruos in tbe sixth to cbas:..
I

'

Benes. who pitched a four-hitter
in his previous start. Rookie
Jason Kendall llit a two-run single, pinch hitter Dave Clark had
an RBI single and the Pirates got
help from a fielding error by
third baseman Gary Gaetti in the
inning.
Royce Clayton's RBI single in
the
seventh
off
Jason
Christiansen gave the Cardinals a
6-4 lead. Rick Honeycutt struck
out three of the last four batters
in the game for his fmt National
League save since Aug . 20,
1985.
Pittsburgh has lost five of its
Jut seven.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Chicago blew a I0- second save.
run lead before Ozzie Guillen's RBI double in the
Hipolito Pichardo ( 1-2) took the loss.
ninth inning allowed the White Sox to escape with
Frank Thomas homered and hit two doubles for
an 1J - 10 victory over the Kansas City Royals the White Sox.
David Howard went 3-for-4 and Bip Roberts
Monday nighL
The White Sox scored five runs in the first and drove in three runs for the Royals.
second innings before the Roylas rallied. Kansas , Trailing 10-8 in the eighth, Bob Hamelin led off
City scored six runs in the second inning and even- Kansas City's eighth with a walk., and pinch runner
tually tied it 10-10 with two runs in the eighth.
Joe Randa went to second on a Michael Thcker's
Harold Baines singled to open Chicago's ninth, ooe-oot single. One out later, Howard delivered an
and one out later, Guillen doubled off Mike RBI single. his third bit. to make it 10-9.
Tucker scored tbe tying run when Karch.ner's
Magnanie. 1be hit prevented the Royals from completing the largest comeback in club history. pitch got away from catcher Ron Karkovice.
Kansas City rallied from an 11-2 defiCit to defeat Karkovice got to the ball &ut his throw was
Milwaukee on June 15, 1979.
dropped by Karchne{ covering the plate.
Reliever Matt Karcbner (2-0), wbose error
Thomas and rookie auls Snopck hit boloe nms
helped the Royals tie it in the eighth, picked up the as the Olic:ago White Sox scored five runs in both
win. Roberto Hemendez ~ Jbe nintb for his the tint and second innings.

----------....
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orts
Streaking Panthers host Evansville
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

Chad Merda
Staff writer

Professional
referees just
get in the way
Years ago, one could watch a
sporting event without having to
worry about shielding their children's eyes from the horrible
acts that have been recently
unfolding.
But those days have long
passed.
For a long time we could
view a sporting event without
having to watch players, coaches and managers blow up and
take their anger out on the officials - but in the past couple of
weeks we have seen three NBA
players go after officials.
First
Dennis
Rodman
received a six-game suspension
and $20,000 fine for headbutting an official, proving he is
still deserving of the "Bad Boy"
image he earned while playing
for the Detroit Pistons.
People cried foul and said the
league was merely making an
example out of him because of
his bad reputation.
Less than a month later, Los
Angeles Laker Nick Van Exel
followed Rodman's example
and went one step further by
shoving official Ron Garretson
onto the scorers' table.
"It's inexcusable," Magic
Johnson told the media in
response to Van Exel's actions.
"You just don't do that. Now
you're going to have to sit ... the
rest of the season."
Magic proved what a hypocrite he is by going after an
official on Sunday.
Is this the time when we are
supposed to feel sorry for him
and get all teary-eyed for poor
ol' Magic because of all he has
been through the past couple of
years?
Like Magic said, touching an
official is unacceptable behavior. Perhaps Magic can pull a
rabbit out of his hat and give
one of his sob stories so Rod
Thorn, the NBA's director of
league operations, will go easy
on him.
The problem of officials
being targets is not limited to
the NBA, but extends to hockey.
Believe it or not, hockey is a
violent sport.
Bryan Maxwell, coach of the
minor league Lethbridge
Hurricanes, has been suspended
until Feb. 1, 1997 after confronting a referee after a playoff
game.
Maxwell also faces criminal
assault charges stemming from
the incident.
I'm all for seeing a bunch of
hockey players beat the snot out
of each other, but the line must
be drawn when officials are at
danger.
See MERDA page 11

A seven-game winning streak
tends to promote confidence.
Add to that a team you've
beaten twice this season, and the
confidence gets pretty high.
And the Panthers have confidence as they host Evansville
for a doubleheader at 4 p.m.
today, looking for their eighth
and ninth wins in a row.
Eastern beat the Aces twice at
Williams Field during the EIU
Invitational April 6-7, winning a
game in round-robin play 8-2.
The Panthers also took the consolation game 5-4 - the win that
kicked off their streak.
Since then, Eastern has
racked up two more non-conference wins, as well as four
straight in the Mid-Continent
Conference.
But the Aces are back in
town, and head coach Stephanie
Fox said the team has to watch
out for a good Evansville club.
"We feel very confident after
this past weekend and after
beating them twice," she said.
"However, they are a good team,
and they hit the ball well."
Speaking of hitting the ball
well, the Panthers are coming
off a weekend in which they
collected 51 hits in four games.
Eastern had 30 runs on those 51
hits.
Five starters are hitting over
.300: centerfielder Jen Cherveny
(.435), first baseman Emily
Starkey (.326), shortstop Kim
Hartzler (.316), catcher Jamie

Tetsuya Kikumasa/Staff photographer
Luann Schleeter watches a pitch go by as the fans look on at Williams Filed during the Panthers ' game
against Western earlier in the season. Eastern lost both games of the doubleheader, but have since won nine
of their last 12. Eastern takes a seven-game winning streak into today s doubleheader against Evansville.

By BRIAN LESTER
Associate sports editor

The teamwork Hesse described has definitely worked
during the baseball team's run
for a second straight Mid-Continent Conference
title, as the Panthers are now 1716 overall and are 10-2 in MidCon play heading into today's
doubleheader with the Ohio
Valley Conference's Murray
State. The doubleheader begins at
1:30 p.m. in Murray, Ky.
Eastern has won four straight

After Eastern finished up a
four-game sweep of Valparaiso on
Sunday afternoon, the Panthers'
Shane Hesse said he was happy
with the way the players on the
team have picked up each other
throughout the year.

Skerski (.304) and pitcher/ infielder/outfielder
Stacy Siebert ( .301 ).
But Fox said she's not focusing on the hitting,
but on the team's defense.
"Our defense has been a factor all year and has
been a problem all year," she said. "We haven't
played too many games of solid defense.
Fox has gone with some changes recently, and
says they are working.
"Kim (Hartzler) is doing well at shortstop, and
Luann (Schleeter) had a great weekend at third,"
she said.
With the changes and the good team hitting, the
Panthers will be looking for another sweep.
"You never know how you can maintain good
hitting," Fox said. "We have been hitting better as
a team lately, and we hit well against Evansville
in the two games earlier in the season.

"I'm confident that we can score 10 runs
tomorrow, but our defense has to step up and get
the job done."
Eastern did commit errors in the two previous
games, but Evansville ' s defense was worse. In the
two games, Eastern committed five errors accounting for four unearned runs - and
Evansville committed six errors to account for six
unearned runs.
Eastern's offense got the job done however,
outhitting the Aces 18-13 while outscoring them
13-6.
Since their appearance in the invite, the Aces
have gone 4-3 to bring their season record to 1618.
Sunday, Evansville dropped the first game of a
doubleheader to Indiana State, only to come out n
see STREAK page 10

games coming into today's ballgames and has come out on top in
nine of its last 12 outings, including a 5-4 victory against the Big
Ten's Illinois.
Beside teamwork, offense has
also been a factor this season and
will likely be a factor once again
in the two games against the
Racers, as eight Panthers are hittting over .300 this season.
Hesse, who had two homeruns
against Valpo, is leading the team
from the plate with his .439 batting average and has driven in a
team-leading 36 runs this season.
Steve Dunlop also owns a bat-

ting average over .400 this year
with his .415 average and he has
10 extra base hits this season.
Josh Zink (.367), Brandt
Whitehead (.360), Matt Marzec
(.358), Nolan Lofgren (.344),
Doug Zywiciel (.341) and Mark
Diorio are the other players batting over .300 this year.
As a team, Eastern is batting.329 this season and has
outscored its opponents 217 to
195.
As for Eastern's pitching staff,
Mike Sommerfeld is currently
undefeated at 3-0 and has a 2.10
See OVC page 11

Golf team places last at Xavier lnvatational
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

Monday, Eastern's golf team placed last at
the Xavier University Invitational.
Eastern finished 19th in the 19-team field at
the meet with a total score of 653 for two
rounds.
The winner of the tournament was
Youngstown State University, which shot a
597 and beat the University of Akron in a tie
breaker. Middle Tennessee University came
in third place with a score of 598.
Eastern's low scorer was Sophomore Luke
Bland, who shot a 77 the first round and an 82
the second round for a total of 159.
Eastern's second lowest scorer was Junior
Brian Jacobi, who shot a 78 the first round
and an 82 in the second round for a total of
160.
After Jacobi, Junior Jeremy Morton shot an

83 in the first round and a 78 the second round
for a total of 161. Freshman Cory Biggs had
the fourth best score for Eastern shooting an
80 in the first round of action and a 93 the second round for a total of 173.
The last player to place was Sophomore
Mark Smaizys who posted scores of an 89 in
the first round and a 97 in the second round,
finishing with a score of 186.
Eastern finished with a total score of 318
for the first round and a 335 for the second
round, which brought them to their final score
of653.
Even though they ended up in last place,
Eastern did accomplish the goal that head
coach Mike Moncel had set.
He said that he would be pleased if the
team shot under a 320 for one round. They
ended up doing this in the first round, but
failed to accomplish this goal in the second
round.

Moncel was also right when he said the
main problem for the team was the consistency of the bottom players on the team. The top
two players placed well at the tournament, but
the bottom two golfers had the low rounds of
the tournament.
The overall winner of the tournament was
Greg Boyette of the University of Akron who
shot a 67 in the first round and a 69 in the second round for a total of 136.
Placing second in the tournament was Andy
Birch of Ohio University who shot a 72 in the
first round and a 73 in the second round for a
total of 145.
There was a three-way tie for third place
between Jamie Mortimer of Eastern Kentucky
University, Pat Clemente of Youngstown State
University and Jeremy Schmidt of the
University ofDayton who all shot a 146.
Eastern will next compete in the MidContinent Conference Tournament in Macomb

